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ALL*
Recognizing and understanding the history of oppression, we are committed to anyone and everyone who has ever been, is, or will ever be affected by any form of sexual violence.

How we got here
The ALL* Workgroup is a diverse collective of advocates from across the state committed to addressing issues of sexual violence and oppression in Wisconsin. Beginning in 2012, this group has evolved in name and focus, while working to develop a three-year strategic plan (2014-16). This plan will help ensure that the following strategic actions lead to achieving the vision for ALL*.
How do we advance the change for ALL* populations within WCASA and their partners to ensure diverse needs are met to end sexual violence and oppression?

Focus

Strategic Directions/ Actions

Enhanced collective capacity
Collectively elevated standards
Expanded meaningful partnerships
Increased public awareness and enlightenment

Practical Vision

Human-centered services for ALL*
Explore every aspect of sexual assault
Data collected and impact assessed

Generating Innovative Practices & Teachings

Create an effective and responsive workplace
Develop sustainable teaching tools

Developing Enriched Connections

Build and reconnect relationships
Promote leadership
Commit to self-growth

Enhancing Shared Accountability

Challenge current funding restrictions
Be active and accountable to ALL*
Ensure accountability and outcomes
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